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vengeance essential clubsounds vol.5 is the final chapter in what might be the most used and
renowned samplepack series in the world. with over 4,250 wav files, this masterpiece is truly the

heavyweight champion of all sample packs! manuel schleis and manuel reuter spent years
developing vec5, proving once again that they are among the best in the business. every drum,

effect, synth and loop has been carefully crafted with unbelievable attention to detail and pristine
audio quality. in addition to its future-forward club sounds for edm, and hip-hop chart-toppers, the
pack also features many studio recordings of professional instrumentalists - everything from guitar
and saxophone riffs to real, acoustic drums. an expansion pack of this size and quality is one-of-a-

kind. don't miss this opportunity to join the vec community in making the music of the future!
vengeance essential clubsounds vol.5 is the final chapter in what might be the most used and

renowned samplepack series in the world. with more than 4,250 wav files and 6 gigabytes of sounds,
this masterpiece is truly the heavyweight champion of all sample packs! manuel schleis and manuel

reuter spent years developing vec5, proving once again that they are among the best in the
business. every drum, effect, synth and loop has been carefully crafted with unbelievable attention

to detail and pristine audio quality. in addition to its future-forward club sounds for edm, and hip-hop
chart-toppers, the pack also features many studio recordings of professional instrumentalists -

everything from guitar and saxophone riffs to real, acoustic drums. an expansion pack of this size
and quality is one-of-a-kind. don't miss this opportunity to join the vec community in making the

music of the future!
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extremely concentrated trance construction kit is here! 'subtle storms' is offering you 19 high-
quality, uncompromising trance construction kits ready to be chopped & sliced! by now, most

producers are familiar with the 'subtle storms' sound. but for those who don't know, this sound is
really something special! in its first incarnation, 'subtle storms' was just a way to make trance

construction kits that would sound different from the usual ones. now it has grown into a collection of
sounds that are truly impressive in their extreme production power. 'subtle storms' is here to change
the face of trance! 'subtle storms' sound is here and it's here to stay! 'stormgesture' is a psy-chill trip
through the phases of an intense trance storm - that is the trademark sound of this collection. each

of the 19 construction kits is meant to create a new micro-world in which to combine sounds, placing
them at the right moments to sound just as intense as possible. the whole collection is made of

brand new sounds, never heard before. so this pack is a veritable treasure trove for any producer.
crazy-psy trance has never sounded so good! 'psy-echoes' is here with a free psy-trance construction
kit containing 19 songs. all the kicks, claps, and instruments are heavily processed to give them the
same sound as 'subtle storms' or 'stormgesture'. the focus of this collection is on creating a unique
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sound, just like the label's sound trademark. this collection is meant to be used for creating new psy-
trance songs. and it can be done without any limits of style. 'tempo-change' psy-trance with a truly
unique, subtle and aggressive sound - that is the trademark sound of this collection. this collection

consists of 19 free construction kits, each in its own style: aggressive, light, dark, tribal, techno,
progressive, psychedelic, classic, etc. all the sounds are heavily processed to give them the same

sound as 'subtle storms' or 'stormgesture'. the focus of this collection is on creating a unique sound,
just like the label's sound trademark. this collection is meant to be used for creating new psy-trance

songs. 5ec8ef588b
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